71st Student Senate
Rules and Calendar
October 23, 2019; Thagard 401
Call to Order: 5:52 PM
Members Present: Durham, Ready, Warren, Harris, Harmon, Jacobsen,
Members Tardy: Murcia
Members Absent:
Guests: Adamyk, Alvarez, Lavender
Announcements:
● Denton - sign or die next week; inauguration on November 6th; Vote in homecoming
Chief and Princess
● Harmon- PAC and RTAC has a member going through
Committee Business:
Resolution 68- Sponsored by Senator Alvarez- Amending Rules and Procedure 10.14
● Opening Statement: Were concerns regarding language, so it was sent back to Rules
and now have a proposed amendment to relieve the concerns stated in Senate. The
action of going into the voting for OPS candidates will be changed to a ⅔ vote. Want to
more efficient in interviews for the student body.
● Technical non-debatable: none
● Roundtable:
- Durham: Thanks for the work to amend the bill. Moves to amend resolution 68.
- Harris seconds motion to amend.
- Warren: Asks to clarify what the amendment does.
- Durham: Moves to call to question
- Warren: seconds
● Closing Statement: Thank you for the committee for hearing me. Waves the reminder of
his time.
● Roll call vote:
- Y: Durham, Harris, Harmon, Jacobsen, Ready, Warren
- N:
- A:
Resolution 69
● Denton tables resolution
Resolution 71, Senator Leckie

●

Denton tables resolution

Resolution 73, Sponsored by Senator Alvarez, votes of no confidence
● Opening Statement: Allow Senators to remove Presidents and Pro Temp Pores from
position, being a ⅔ vote, which is like how Chairs are removed from their position. How
this would be voted, through i clicker, private ballot, etc. is up to the committee. The
purpose of the bill is more important to me than the actual ways of voting.
● Technical Non-debatable: none
● Roundtable:
● - Ready moves to enter roundtable; Jacobsen seconds
- Ready amends bill to remove language involving secret ballot to be replaced with i
clicker vote; Warren seconds
- Harris: this should be secret ballot because of potential retaliation, which is a real risk
or worry which affects how people vote, so I don’t think that I can support this.
- Ready: I will put such bill forward to ease your concerns
- Jacobsen: I feel that people will retaliate against this, I feel that it should be secret
- Harris: I am very much for transparency but this is sensitive and should happen in
secret.
- Warren: Can see where you’re coming from but think that electing someone and
- Motion for non-member to speak from Harmon; Jacobsen seconds
- England: An impeachment removes them entirely, but if the President is impeached
then they would still be a senator but not a President? Alvarez: yes
- Motion to allow non-member to speak: Ready; Jacobsen seconds
- Lavender: Would just remove the President from the position, not impeach them. If it
got to that point, it should be clear where people are lying.
- Warren: People has been hesitant of voting, but this is our voice and what we signed
up for our votes to be transparent.
- Durham: I agree with Warren.
- Alvarez: I will present it however it is seen by the committee.
- Ready move to call to question; Warren seconds
● Closing Statement: Hope that we never have to utilize this power, but find that it is safer
if we do. Look forward to your support for this vote and on the floor. Waves remainder of
time.
● Roll Call Vote:
- Y: Durham, Harris, Ready, Warren
- N: Jacobsen
- A: Harmon, Murica
- Harris states that it’s more important that Senate has this power, than how it is
cast which is why I reluctantly voted yes.
Resolution 74, Sponsored by Senator Gerdts
● Opening Statement: Have a higher standard for Chairs of committees than that of
President and Pro Temp. Wants to take away six week rules for chairs of committees.
● Technical non-debatable:
- Harmon: Clarifications that this is just removing the requirement for Chair.
● Roundtable:
- Harmon moves to enter roundtable; Warren seconds
- Jacobsen: I think that this is a good resolution.

-

●
●

Harris: This has not been a problem up until now?
Denton: Realized that the original intention of the bill was illegal, but found that it
goes into a grey area regarding the six weeks.
- Durham: Confusion of the bill at first, but now I support it with the clarification.
- Warren: It is in the Senate's hands for who they see fit.
- Harris: I am in support of this now with the competence of the Senate and
committees.
- Murica moves to call to question; Jacobsen seconds
Closing Statement: We should operate in the Senate with some respect and faith in our
competence. I look forward to seeing your vote.
Roll Call Vote:
- Y: Durham, Harmon, Harris, Jacobsen, Murcia, Ready, Warren
- N:
- A:

Resolution 77, Sponsored by Alvarez and England
● Opening Statement: Found a rule for extension of time for debate, want to make sure
that equal time is allotted for each round of pro/con debate. No limit for rounds of pro
and con. Written primarily on the other ways of debate that are based on different forms
of government and legislating. This is to keep debate fair. Instead of waiting for call to
question in second round of pro it would be in second round of con.
● Technical non-debatable:
● Roundtable:
- Harris moves to enter roundtable, Murcia seconds
- Harris: You eliminated the three rounds of pro and con debate? What’s to prevent
a filibuster and a motion to call to question at the first round of con.
- Alvarez: The motion to call to question shall not be entertained until the end of
the con debate.
- Harris: This can take away the second round of pro?
- Alvarez: Yes.
- Jacobsen: I see the intention but I can see people talking in circles, essentially
creating a filibuster.
- Alvarez: People shall not speak more than once during a round and no more than
twice during the entire debate.
- Harmon: To clarify, you could call to question at the first round of con?
- Alavrez: it can be done, but only at the end of it after the full three minutes have
been offered for it.
- England: You have to have both pro and con before it can be called to question.
The time should be there and should be offered. Equal allotted opportunity for
both rounds.
- Ready: I see this problem in Robert’s Rules and commend you. My only concern
is the unintentional filibuster but I believe that you have sufficied this for me.
- Murcia moves to call to question; Harris seconds
● Closing Statement: Work along as per statutes and make this fair and clear. Thank you.
● Roll Call Vote:
- Y: Durham, Harmon, Harris, Jacobsen, Murcia, Ready, Warren
- N:
- A:

Resolution 79, Sponsored by Senators Levin, Durham, and Lavender
● Opening statement: Important for Senate to congratulate the university; originally Levin’s
idea; important to commend everyone behind the scenes and President Thrasher
specifically since we have skyrocketed in rankings recently
● Technical and non-debatable: N/A
● Harmon moves to enter roundtable, Murcia seconds
● Jacobsen moves to pass by acclimation, Murcia seconds, no objections
● Passes by acclimation; no roll call vote
Resolution 80, Ready and Adamyk
● Opening Statement: This was something that I thought of on the floor, with an
amendment that we passed last year. I don’t think that a Senator should have the power
to use robert’s rules to undermine a bill. I was shocked that this rule was not in rules
already and in theory could take away the structure that was have now.
● Technical non-debatable: N/A
● Roundtable:
- Jacobsen moves to enter roundtable; Warren seconds
- Harmon: I do like this, because this has happened before and did recently. I am
happy that we could avoid this in the future.
- Jacobsen moves for non committee member to speak, ready seconds
- Alvarez: there is already an amendment that consists this. In statutes it says that
there must be a 2/3 vote.
- Harris: I move to amend line 5.15 B to read “...if less than 1/10 of senators in the
chamber object when called for by the President. If 1/10 or more of the senators
in the chamber object, the bill will be considered following standard procedure.”
- Warren seconds
- Harris: I think this is a great resolution
- Durham moves to call to question, Jacobsen seconds
● Closing Statement: Thank you for your input.
● Roll Call Vote:
- Y: Durham, Harmon, Harris, Jacobsen, Murcia, Ready, Warren
- N:
- A:
Resolution 81, Senator Alvarez
● Opening Statement: the resolution is to change the accumulation of absences to overall
absences, and that people can present their absences in rules instead of judiciary.
● Technical non-debatable:
- Murcia: Would the pro temp let the senator know of their absences.
- Alvarez: Yes, as per statutes.
- Harmon: Does this apply to the senate president and pro temp?
- Alvarez: yes
- Warren: Include committee meetings and senate?
- Alvarez: yes
● Roundtable:
- Murcia moves to enter roundtable, Ready seconds
- Jacobsen: Why do you not want them going to Judiciary

-

●
●

Alvarez: Think they should be heard in rules first instead of being quickly moved
to Judiciary for impeachment hearings.
- Jacobsen: I feel like 7 is still a small number, with at least 2 meetings per week. I
think that it should be 10.
- Alvarez: Went through the averages of unexcused absences and the average
was 2-3
- Murcia moves for non-member to speak, Harmon seconds
- Gerdts: This would allow you to miss a quarter of the senate.
- Durham moves to call to question, Jacobsen seconds
Closing Statement: Not a personal vendetta, but think we should hold senators to a high
standard.
Roll Call Vote:
- Y: Durham, Harmon, Harris, Jacobsen, Murcia, Ready, Warren
- N:
- A:

Old Business:
none
New Business:
None
Unfinished Business:
None
Final Announcements:
Date and Time of Next Meeting:
Adjourned: 7:14 PM

